TOLERANCES

LINEAR (mm)
X.X = ± 0.5
X.XX = ± 0.30
X.XXX = ± 0.130

ANGULAR
X = 1°
X = 0.5°
XX = 0.25°

DEBUR AND BREAK SHARP EDGES/CORNERS AT 0.2mm MAX
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Notes/Instructions:
This drawing and its specifications are the property of ENCONNEX and shall not be copied, reproduced or used in whole or in part, as the basis for the manufacture or sale of items without written permission from ENCONNEX. This drawing is based upon the latest available information and is subject to change without notice.
Notes/Instructions:

ECX-PV1812120-L

Input Cable Type: Type SOOW; 90°C; 600V; 6AWG; 4C
Internal Wire Type: UL AWM 1013, 105°C; 10/12/18AWG

1: Line1/R/X Wire Color = Black
2: Line2/S/Y Wire Color = Orange
3: Line3/T/Z Wire Color = Red
4: Earth ground Wire Color = Green/Yellow (Stripe)

INTERNAL WIRE TYPE: UL AWM 1015, 105, 10/12/18AWG
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